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D. Blecher and V. Paulsen showed that the Haagerup tensor product L’@ W for 
operator spaces V and W preserves inclusions. It is proved to also preserve com- 
plete quotient maps, and to be self-dual in the sense that it induces the Haagerup 
norm on the algebraic tensor product V* @ W*. The full operator dual space 
( VBh W)* is computed. It coincides with the natural operator space I;( V, W*) of 
maps cp: V + W* which have completely bounded factorizations through Hilbert 
spaces (with vectors identified with row matrices). More generally, one has the 
natural complete isometry pZ( VBh W, X) z r;( V, pl( W, A’)). Given Hilbert spaces 
H and K with vectors regarded as column matrices, it is shown that one may 
identify the operator spaces B(H, K) and CB(H, K). f) 1991 Academic PKSS, I~C. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It has become increasingly evident that there is a far-reaching analogy 
between linear spaces of bounded functions and linear spaces of bounded 
operators. In this parallel, one replaces bounded linear maps by those that 
are completely bounded. Since the latter notion is defined by using the 
norms of matrices over the given spaces, it is necessary to shift from the 
category 9I of normed vector spaces and bounded maps (the “abstract func- 
tion spaces”) to the category 0 of L”-matricially normed vector spaces and 
completely bounded maps (the “abstract operator spaces” of [ 161). 
The projective, injective, and (Grothendieck’s) H-tensor products of 
normed space theory (see [ 10, 15]), which we denote by @If , 0;; , and 
0 g, have corresponding operator space analogues @ 4 , 0 ; , and 0:) 
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called the projective, spatial, and Haagerup tensor products, respectively 
[2,6-g]. It was pointed out by Blecher, Paulsen, and Pisier (see [a]) that 
in one respect he theory of operator spaces is simpler than that for normed 
spaces. The Haagerup tensor product is associative, whereas that need not 
be the case for the H-norm. As was explained in [2], there is a natural 
functor Min: !JJ -+ XJ (see [2,7]) such that for any normed spaces V and W, 
Min(V&, W) % Min F’GOMin W 
Min(Vg, W) g Min V&c Min W, 
where g and g denote isometry and complete isometry, respectively. The 
non-associativity of the H-norm is related to the fact that as an operator 
space, the Haagerup tensor product is not in the image of the Min functor. 
In this paper we show that the operator spaces have a number of other 
remarkable properties that do not hold for normed spaces. Omitting the 
subscript 0 (as we shall do throughout the paper), we have the following 
results. 
(a) The Haagerup norm is self-dual (Theorem 3.2). This result (for the 
finite dimensional case) was first reported to the second author by David 
Blecher. Our proof uses the Christensen-Sinclair theorem [4] and the fact 
that the Haagerup tensor product preserves both complete injections and 
complete quotient maps. 
(b) Given Hilbert spaces H and K, and letting H, and Kc be the 
“column” operator spaces B(@, H) and B(@, K), we provide a direct proof 
that the operator spaces B(H, K) and CB(H,, Kc) coincide (Theorem 4.1). 
In particular the dual of H, is the “row” operator space (H*), = B(H, C). 
An analogous result is true for H, and K,, but when one considers H, with 
Kc or H, with K,, the completely bounded norm coincides with the 
Hilbert-Schmidt norm (Corollary 4.5). 
We are indebted to David Blecher and Vern Paulsen for pointing out to 
us that the finite dimensional cases of these results also follow from 
[2, Theorem 3.73 and the subsequent discussion of M,* (applied to 
rectangular matrices). 
(c) Given an operator space V and a Hilbert space H, we have 
(Theorem 4.3) 
V&H,=V$H,, H,& V=H,& V. 
(d) We may identify the dual operator space ( WOh V)* with the space 
r,( V, W*) of linear maps cp: V -+ W * for which there is a completely 
bounded factorization through a “column” Hilbert space 
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V v l W 
(Theorem 5.3). The appropriate operator norms y2 are defined by using 
matrix versions of these diagrams. 
(e) Using the associativity of the Haagerup tensor product, we obtain 
the more general relation 
T2( w & v, X) = I-,( v, r,( w W) 
(Corollary 5.5). 
(f) The functor Min: ‘$I -+ 0 carries the 2-summing norm rct2 of Banach 
space theory to the the culumn Hilbert space factorization norm y2 
(Corollary 5.8). For general operator spaces, what appears to be the 
correct analogue of the 2-summing norm coincides with the operator 
Hilbert space factorization norm (see the discussion after Corollary 5.8- 
the corresponding statement is false for Banach spaces). 
2. THE THREE TENSOR PRODUCTS 
If V is a linear space of bounded operators on a Hilbert space H, then 
each of the matrix spaces M,(V) has a canonical norm induced by the 
inclusion 
M,( V) c B( H”, H”). 
If one is given matrices u E WI ,( V), w E Ml,(W), and scalar matrices 
cfIE y7,m BE ~m.pY then the matrices u @ w E Ml,,, + n ( V), a@ E Ml,,( W) 
satisfy 
lb 0 41 = maxi 1141, llwll I, (2.1) 
ll@II d l\cfIl ll4l IlBli. c2.2) 
Given a vector space V, a system of operator norms for V is the assign- 
ment of a norm to each of the matrix spaces kJl,( V) which satisfies (2.1) 
and (2.2). Given a linear map cp: V -+ W, we define cp,, : Ml,J V) + Ml,,(W) by 
CP~(C~~~I) = L40f~~~)l. If we let 
l1911cb = SuPI ll9,ll : n E N 1, 
9 is completely bounded if I1911cb < co. 9 is completely isometric if all of the 
(P,, are isometries, and a complete quotient map if for each n, (Pi maps the 
open unit ball of M,(V) onto that of M,(W). 
The Representation Theorem for Operator Spaces states that if V is a 
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vector space with a system of operator norms, then it is completely iso- 
metric to a subspace of B(H) for some Hilbert space H [16]. One of the 
first applications of this result is that if V,, is a closed subspace of V, then 
V, = V/V, is an operator space [ 163. It is easy to see that the quotient map 
V+ I’, is a complete quotient map, and that all such maps essentially arise 
in this manner. 
The above discussion readily generalizes to the space Mm ,,(I’) of m x n 
rectangular matrices over I’. One may embed this space in a space of 
square matrices by inserting zero matrix entries. In this manner a system 
of operator norms on V determines unique norms on each of these spaces. 
We identify the space v” of n-tuples 
v = (Vi) = (V,) . ..) 0,) 
with the space Mln,,( V) of column matrices 
“1 
lJ= : [I . . Vi2 
In order to keep track of our various matrix identifications, it is often con- 
venient to consider the vector space Ml,,,( V) of matrices [v~]~, ,, js J 
indexed by finite sets Z, J. We let Ml,(V) = M,,,( I’). We identify a matrix of 
matrices 
with the matrix 
i.e., we “ignore the internal brackets.” Given bijections f: I + I’, g: J + J’, 
we have a corresponding identification M ,,J V) 2 M ,,,J( V). For example, if 
I and J have p and q elements, respectively, we identify M,,,(V) with 
Ml,,,(V) (see, e.g., the definition below for v @ w). We occasionally consider 
infinitely indexed matrices over an operator space which are “bounded” in 
the sense that there is a uniform bound for the finite submatrices (see [9] 
for a careful discussion). 
Given an operator space V, a C*-algebra A containing V, and Hilbert 
spaces H and K, any complete contraction cp: V-r B(H, K) may be written 
in the form 
dv) = Wv)R (2.3) 
where IL: A -+ B(L) is a representation of A on a Hilbert space L, and R 
and S are “bridging” maps in a diagram of contractions 
HR’LLK 
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(see [ 13, Theorem 7.4]-this is a consequence of the Arveson-Wittstock 
Hahn-Banach theorem [ 1, 181). We refer to (2.3) as a dilution representa- 
tion for cp. We often do not specify the containing C*-algebra A, referring 
to n as simply a “representation of V.” For a state on a C*-algebra, this 
corresponds to the usual GNS representation. 
Given vector spaces I/ and W, a pairing (i.e., a bilinear map) 
vx w+ c: (v, w) + (v, w) 
determines a “matrix pairing” 
M,(Vx M,(W)-, M.,: (0, W)H (0, w> = c<u,,, Wk,)l (2.4) 
(see the index conventions above). If V is an operator space, and V* is its 
Banach dual, the pairing 
and (2.4) determine a system of operator norms on V*. Thus given 
fe Mlp( V*), we define 
More generally, we define the operator norms on CB( V, W) by using the 
identification 
MO,(CB( K WI) = CW K M,( WI), (2.5) 
where we let [vii](v) = [q&v)]. This gives the previously defined matricial 
structure on V* = CB( V, C), i.e., we have 
M,( I’*) = CB( I’, Mln). (2.6) 
Given operator spaces I/ and W and a completely bounded operator 
cp: I’+ W, it is in particular bounded and thus determines a bounded 
operator ‘p*: W* -+ V*. It is easy to check that lI(~*jl~~ = Ilqllcb, Further- 
more, we have that cp is a complete isometry if and only if (p* is a complete 
quotient map, and if cp is a complete quotient map, then ‘p* is a complete 
isometry. 
Given v E MP( I’) and w E Ml&W), we define v @ M: E MP,( I’@ W) by 
(u@ w)(k k), (j, 1) = u,j@ u’k[. (2.7 ) 
Given VE &A,,,( V) an d w E M,,,(W), we define v 0 w E M,,( V@ W) by 
(2.8) 
Given operator spaces C’S B(H), WE B(K), the spatial operators norms 
II II v for I’@ W are determined by the inclusions V@ WC_ B(H@ K). 
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Blecher and Paulsen proved that this is independent of the representations 
of V and W since for u E M,( V@ W), 
II4 ” = SUPi II <.f-og~ u>llL (2.9) 
where the supremum is taken over all f E Ml,( V*), gE fMlq( W*) with Ilfll, 
)I gl( Q 1, and p, q E N arbitrary. 
The projective operator norms (I, II A for V@ W are defined as follows. 
Given u E M,( V@ W), we let 
II4 A = inf{ Il4l IMI lI4l IIBII 1, (2.10) 
where the infimum is taken over all decompositions u = a(v@ NJ)/?, with 
aE in,,,, v E MJ V), w E M,(W), and p E I%U~~,~, with p, q E N arbitrary. 
Finally, the Huugerup operator norms (1 [Ii, for V@ W are defined for 
UEM~(VQ W) by 
Ibllh = inf{ II4 Il4l :U=VOW,UE~~,p(V),WEmill,,,(W)}. (2.11) 
We write V@ v W, V@ A W, and V&, W for the corresponding 
operator spaces, and V@” W, VQ A W, and VOh W for their comple- 
tions. In each of these cases, if one is given complete contractions 
cp: V + V, and $: W + W,, one obtains a corresponding complete contrac- 
tion cpQ IJ of the completed tensor products. One may write elements of 
the completions V@ A W and VOh W in terms of infinite matrices over V 
and W (see [9] for the first-this will not be used below), but the situation 
for V@ ” W is more complicated. 
The spatial tensor product is associative and commutative and preserves 
completely isometric injections. Thus if cp: V-r VI and $: W+ W, are 
completely isometric injections, it is immediate that the same is true for the 
map cp @ $: V@” W-+ V, 0 ” W, (see [2]). Given a C*-algebra A, the 
linear identification 
M,(A)= M, & A 
is a *-isomorphism and thus is completely isometric. If we let Ml,,, 4 Ml,, 
and VG A be completely isometric inclusions, it follows that 
M,,,(V) = Mpop,q 6 v. (2.12) 
In particular, we have that 
M m,n = ~lm,,w,,n)= Mm,, 0 Ml,,. (2.13) 
The projective tensor product is associative and commutative and preser- 
ves complete quotient maps. Also, we have a complete isometry 
CB(V, W*)=(W& V)* (2.14) 
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determined by the pairing 
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wii VxCB(V, w*)~a=:(wou,cp)~(w~u,~)=(p(u)(w). (2.15) 
The Haagerup norm is associative, but it is not commutative. Paulsen 
and Smith proved that it is injectiue, i.e., it preserves completely isometric 
injections [ 141 (see [2] for a particularly elegant proof). It is easy to show 
that for any m, n E N we have a natural identification 
(2.16) 
(this important observation is due to Blecher and Paulsen [2]). In 
particular if we let W = C, it follows that 
V&M l,n=~ll,n(v= vii ~,,m (2.17) 
and similarly that 
M m,l 6 v= M,,, 6 v. (2.18) 
Letting V= W= @, we have 
(2.19) 
We consider infinite and dual versions of these results in Section 4. 
Given Hilbert spaces H and K, any completely contractive linear map 
cp: W& V+B(H, K) 
has a dilation representation 
cp(w 0) = T%(W)S.lr,(U)R (2.20) 
where we may choose z, : A + B(L,) and rc2: B -+ B(L,) to be representa- 
tions of arbitrary C* algebras A 2 V and B 2 W and R, S, T are “bridging” 
maps in a diagram of contractions 
Again we often omit mentioning the containing C*-algebras A and B. This 
result is obtained by combining Christensen and Sinclair’s theorem 
(which was proved for C*-algebras) [4] with the injective property of Bh 
[14], and the Arveson-Wittstock analogue of the Hahn-Banach theorem 
Cl, 181. 
580/100/2-3 
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Given operator spaces V and W, we say that a system of operator matrix 
norms a on V@ W is standard if the maps 
vx w-, V@, WI (0, W)HO@W 
v* x w* + (VO, w)*: (f, g) wf@g 
are jointly completely contractive, i.e., they extend to complete contractions 
on the projective tensor products V@ * W and V* @ h W*, respectively. It
follows that a is a “cross-norm” in the sense that 
(see the more sophisticated iscussion in [2]). Assuming that a is standard, 
we define the dual operator norm structure a* on V*@ W* to be that 
induced by.the natural map 
v* @ w* + (VO, w)*. 
Blecher and Paulsen [2] proved that @ v is the dual of 0 h, i.e., the 
natural map 
V* 6 W*ci(V& W)*=CB(W, V*) (2.21) 
is completely isometric. The converse is false (even if one of the spaces is 
finite dimensional-see [9]). 
3. SELF-DUALITY 
The following simple result is not valid for the Grothendieck H-norm. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Given operator spaces V and W with closed subspaces 
V, and W,,, the corresponding map 
is a complete quotient map. 
Proof: Given the completion X of a normed vector space X, and an 
element x of R with [[xl/ < 1, the usual telescoping sum argument shows 
thatx=C;“x,, wherex,EXandC,” Ilx,IIcl.Itfollows thatifcp:X+Y 
is a quotient map, i.e., cp maps the open ball of X onto that of Y, the same 
is true for the continuous extension Cp: X+ Y. Thus it suffices to prove the 
assertion for the non-completed tensor product Oh. It is evident that the 
indicated map is completely contractive. Given u1 E IMI~,~( V/V,@,, W/W,) 
with J(url1 < 1, we may assume that u, = u1 0 w,, where u1 E V/V, and 
WOE W/W,, satisfy llu,ll and llw,ll < 1. Fixing preimages u and w with IJv(I, 
llwll < 1, we have that u = u 0 w is a preimage of u1 with /lull < 1. 
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Again in contrast to the Grothendieck H norm, we have 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that V and W are operator spaces. Then the dual 
of the Haagerup operator norms for VQ W are just the Haagerup operator 
norms for V* Q W*. 
Proof. Suppose that e E M,,,( V* 0 W*) satisfies lle/lh < 1. Then we may 
select rEN and feMp,,(V*), gEbllJW*) with e=f@g and JlfI/c,<l, 
(IglIcb < 1. Since MJ V*) = CB( V, IMI~,,) and M,,( W*) = CB( W, RY~~,~), we 
may let f (0) = T,n,(v)S, and g(w) = T2q(w)S2 be dilation representa- 
tions, where rcr (resp., 71~) is a representation of V (resp., W) on H, 
(resp., Hz), and we have bridging diagrams of contractions 
Regarding Tj (resp., Sj) (j = 1, 2) as column (resp., row) matrices, we have 
for vE Vand WE W, 
e(oQw)= [e,(uQw)] 
= $filc(“) gkjtw) 
L 1 
= T (T,)i~,(U)(S,)k(T2)k712(W)(S*)j [ 1 
= T~~,(u)SI T,n,(w)S,, 
hence e is a complete contraction from V@ W into Mlp,q. 
Conversely suppose that e E M,,,( V* @I W*) determines a complete 
contraction from l/Q& W into MII,,. Then we may assume that e = [e,], 
where 
ek= f f$Ogg, 
k=l 
f;E v*, g+ w*. L e tt ing V, % V and W, c W be the intersections of the 
kernels of the maps f $ and gt., respectively, and letting p: V + V, = V/V, 
and (r: W+ W, = W/W, be the quotient maps, we have that fi= p*(f$) 
and gt = a*( 2:) for suitable functions fs and 2:. on the finite drmensional 
spaces VI and W,, respectively. Thus e = (~@o)z,(Z!), where 
2 = C fi@g$. From Proposition 3.1, (p @I e),*,,, is a complete isometry, 
hence 
e: v, Qh w, -P Ml,, 
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has completely bounded norm less than one. It follows that we have the 
dilation representation 
where 
is a diagram of proper contractions, and rr,: V, + B(H,), and 
rc2: W, + B(H,) are representations. Letting E and F be the projections of 
H, and H, onto the finite dimensional subspaces Hi = n,( V,) T*(CP) and 
H; = 7r2( W1)R(Cq), respectively, it follows that 
2(u, 0 wl) = T~,(u,)ESF~,(w,)R. 
Letting r be the rank of ESF, we may write ESF= S,&, where Sj are 
proper contractions in a diagram 
We conclude that e=fag, where fh)= Wh)S1 and 
g(wl) = SZq(wl)R determine proper complete contractions in MIJ V:) 
and Mla,,( W:), respectively. It follows that e=fog, wheref=p*(f) and 
g = a*( 2) are proper complete contractions. 
The following is analogous to (2.21). The second part of the formula is 
proved in Section 5 (see (5.8)). 
COROLLARY 3.3. We have the natural completely isometric inclusion 
v* & w*ci& w)*=F2(v, w*). 
We also obtain an analogue of (2.9) (a version of this using infinite rank 
maps was given in [ 14, Theorem 4.21). Given linear maps g: V-r M,, and 
h: W+ MP,“, we define gh: V@ W+ Ml, by (gh)(u@ w) =g(v)h(w). 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Giuen operator spaces V and W, the norm on 
M,( V@ h W) is determined by 
II4 =sw{IlkhL(uN L 
where the supremum is taken over all complete contractions g: V --, M,,p, 
h: W-r LAP,“, andpg N. 
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Proof It suffices to prove this for u E I’&, W. Given E > 0, we may 
select (PE M,(VOh W)* with I(cpJI < 1 and Il(u, cp)l( > llull --. Dilating cp 
as in (2.20) (with V and W reversed), and strongly approximating S by 
finite rank contractions S’, the corresponding complete contractions 
f: V@ h W -+ Ml n determined by 
f(uQ w) = Tn,(u) S’n,(w)R 
are such that f(u@ w) converges in norm to cp(u@ w) for each u and w. 
Thus we may select such an f with (/ (u, f ) I( > \IuIl - E. Assuming S’ is of 
rank p, we have that S’ = Si 0 Sz, where S, are contractions in the diagram 
Hz3 CPA HI. Then letting g(u)=R,(u)S, and h(w)=S2rc2(w)R, 
we are done. 
Another surprising aspect of the Haagerup tensor product is that for 
elements of the algebraic tensor product, the inlimum in (2.11) is actually 
attained: 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Given operator spaces V and W and an element 
u E M,( I/&, W), there exist an integer p and elements VE M,,( V), 
wEM,,,(W)for which u=uow and /uI( = Ilull I(wIJ. 
Proof Owing to (2.16), it s&ices to consider the case n = 1. Given 
u=c g= 1 uk@ wk, we have that UE V,,@ W,, where V, and W, are the 
linear spans of the uk and wk, respectively. Since v,, @h w,, G v&, w is 
completely isometric, we may initially assume that V and W are finite 
dimensional. The argument in [2, Theorem 3.41 shows that if 
u=uow= f ll,Qw,, 
/=I 
then 
u=u'~w'= i u;Qw;, 
j= 1 
where the elements wj’ are linearly independent, and IIu’II II w’ll < jluil II ~11. 
Thus if m is the dimension of W, we conclude that 
I141h =inf{ II4 llwll : u = u 0 w, where u E Mi,( V), w E M,,(W)}. 
Using the compactness of the unit balls of the finite dimensional Banach 
spaces M,,(V) and M,,(W), we may find norm convergent sequences 
U&E M,,(v), Wk E M,,,i( w) with U = rk 0 wk and IIUkll I(WkIj + ((ullh. Letting 
ok + u and wk -+ w, it follows that 24 = 0 0 w and 
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4. HILBERT SPACES AND TENSOR PRODUCTS 
Given a Hilbert space H, we use the identification HE B(C, H) to 
determine the column operator structure on H, and let H, denote the 
corresponding operator space. Similarly we define the row operator space 
H, by using the identification Hz B(H*, C). 
It is important to distinguish these structures. By definition, 
up,, = B(cq, HP), whereas MI, ,(H,) = B(H*q, C”). For the case 
H = C, we have a canonical identification of @ and @* as Banach 
spaces. We may identify C, and C, as operator spaces since 
Mp,,(C,) = B(C9, CP) = Mr,,(C,), but there is no way to do this for H= C” 
(n > 1). Given cl, . . . . l, E H, then the row matrix 
5 = 151. . . Ll E d.4~ ,.,r(H,) = WH*“, a=) 
has norm 
lItI '(C lltjl12)1'2. (4-l) 
On the other hand if we regard 5 as an element of 
bf l,,(Hc) = WC’, HI, 
5 maps the canonical basis vectors ej into the vectors rj. In particular, if 
we assume the tj are orthogonal, then 
lltll = suP{ II5jll>* (4.2) 
Both (4.1) and (4.2) extend easily to infinite families of vectors. 
THEOREM 4.1. Given Hilbert spaces e and K, any bounded operator 
T: H + K is completely bounded, and the identity map B(H, K) + CB(H,, K,) 
is a complete isometry. 
Proof We must show that if 
T= CT,] E f&B(H, K) = B(H”, K”), 
then defining F: H,+ M,(K,) by p(t)= [T,(t)], we have that 
IIp/Icb = /(T/J, and that any cp ECB(H,, M,(K,)) has the form F 
Given q = (vi, . . . . qn) E H” with (lqj( < 1, we let e,, . . . . ep be a basis for the 
space spanned by the qji, and we let qj = Ck cjkek. Then 
12 Il~ll’=C IIVjI12=C Icjk12, 
i ik 
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and thus the np x 1 column matrix c = (cl, ,,., cp), with c, = (clj, c2,, . . . . c,,) 
satisfies \(cIJ < 1. From (4.2) the matrix 
e= [el -..ep] EM~,,(H,)=B(C~, H) 
satisfies {[e/l = 1. Noting that 
(fOl,,(e)= [Qe,)...Qe,)l= CCT,(e,)l ... CTii(e,)ll = [Tii(ek)l 
is an n x np matrix (with indices i, (j, k)), we have 
Toll = c T,rl, ( 1 i 
and thus II TII < II Fllcb. 
Given 
= (r T&)c,k) 
= (T),,,(e)c, 
with 11 t;lj -C 1, we let ck be the row matrix [&, . . ?&I. We have that 
Given a = (C(~, . . .. CL,,)E (C”)” with 110111< , we let aI= (a,,, . . . . Q)E C”. The 
rearranged vector 5 = (a,, . . . . E,) E (Cp)’ with Cj = (~11,) . . . . ajp) also satisfies 
[l&l\ = ljcrll Q 1. For each k and j, r,L?, is an element of H, hence 
La = Ct;,~,,, c,<n is a vector in H”, and <5= (5,&),,,,, is a vector in 
(H”)? We conciude that 
Z= (1 TdL,)cr,,) 
=(iTq(Tt,waj/)) 
= (7 T,(l/czj)) 
= (T(Sd) 
= P’( (a), 
where Tcp’ = T@ . . . 0 T, and thus II Tpll < II T(p’(( = II Tll, and I[~lIcb < II TII. 
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Finally, if we are given q = [rpii] ECB(H,, M,(K,)), each component 
‘piie CB(H,, K,) is in particular an element of B(H, K). Thus letting 
Tii = vii, we have that cp = F, and we are done. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Given Hilbert spaces H and K, we have the complete 
isometry 
BW, K) z W, 6 (Kc)*)*, 
and in particular 
(H,)* z (H*),. 
Proof: From (2.14) and Theorem 4.1, 
(H, & (Kc)*)* z CB(H,, K,) = B(H, K), 
hence in particular, 
(H,)* E B(H, C) = (H*),. 
From the second relation, we have that 
M*,, = (~?I,,)*. (4.3) 
Since M,,, = B(@“, C”) is finite dimensional, taking the dual of the first 
relation (and using the fact that the map V+ V** is completely isometric), 
we conclude that 
MO,* z Ml”,, & M,,,. (4.4) 
Turning to row spaces, we have that the adjoint map determines a 
complete isometry of CB(H,*, K,*) with CB(K,, H,). It follows that we 
have the complete isometries 
CB(H,, K,) = CB((H*),*, (K*),*) z CB((K*),, (H*),) = B(K*, H*). 
(We are indebted to D. Blecher for correcting an earlier calculation of 
CB(H,, K,).) The map B(H, K) + CB(H,, K,) is more subtle. It is evident 
from (4.1) and (4.2) that the identity map I: H, --t H, does not have 
completely bounded norm 1 (see Corollary 4.5 for a more precise result). 
THEOREM 4.3. Given an operator space V and a Hilbert space H, we have 
complete isometries 
(a) V&H&‘&H,, 
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(b) (H,)* & I’z((H,)* 6 I’, 
(c) H,& VzH,& V, 
(d) V & (H,)* z V 6 (H,)* 
ProoJ: We have from [2, S] that the projective operator norms for 
V OH, dominate the Haagerup norms. Conversely, let us suppose that 
UE M,,( V& H) satisfies J/U/~ < 1. For some m E N we may let u = u 0 [, 
where v E M .,,(V), and 5 E MI,,,(H,) satisfy Ilull, II511 <1. Letting t = Ci”iil, 
we fix an orthonormal basis e,, . . . . eP for the finite dimensional subspace of 
H spanned by the cii. Letting ti, = C cfe,, we claim that (([I/ = /[c/I, where 
c is the mp x n matrix 
In fact since [E Ml,&H,) = B(@“, H”), we have that 
l15112=~~P{l15~~~l12:~~~n, IMld } 
= sup{ 1lc(a)l12 : c1 E C”, llclll d 1> = IIcI(2. 
From (4.2), the matrix e= [e, .-.e,,] E M,,,(H,) = B(Cp, H) satisfies 
llell = 1. Noting that 
uOe=[vijOe,...v,Oep]E~l..,p(VOH), 
we have that 
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where I is the identity matrix in an,(@). It follows that by definition, 
Ml * < 1. 
The proof for (b) follows by symmetry. We have from Corollary 3.3 and 
(2.21) that the maps 
v** 6 (H,)* 4 (v* 6 H,)* 
v** 6 (H,)* 4 (If-* & H,)* 
are completely isometric, and thus from (a), the Haagerup and spatial 
norms coincide on V* * @ (H,)*. On the other hand, the injection 
V@ (H,)* 4 V** 0 (H,)* is completely isometric with respect to both of 
these norms, and we obtain (d). The proof for (c) is the same. 
Given a Hilbert space H, we let X(H, K) E B(H, K) denote the operator 
space of compact operators. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Given Hilbert spaces H and K, we have complete 
isometries: 
(b) H, 6 K,rK, & H,rX(H*, K) 
(c) H, 6 K,rH, & K,zB(K, H*),. 
Proof: We need only verify the last complete isometry in each of these 
relations. 
Let us fix unit vectors 5: E H*, q$ E K*. The maps 
H,=B(C, H)ciBW): 5+-+5,$Ot 
K,=B(C, K)~B(K):q++q,*@rl 
are completely isometric. From the definition of the spatial tensor product, 
it follows that the map 
is completely isometric. But the latter injection also determines the 
operator space structure on (H&I K),, and the first relation in (a) follows. 
The second relation is proved in the same manner, since we have, for 
example, that 
H, = B(H*, a=) 4 B(H*): c;* w r* @I &, 
is completely isometric. 
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From (2.21) Theorem 4.1, and Corollary 4.2, the map 
H, ii K,ci CB((H,)*, K,) = B(H*, K) 
is completely isometric. Since the algebraic tensor product is mapped onto 
the finite rank operators, (b) is immediate. 
From (2.14), Theorem 4.1, and Corollary 4.2, 
B(K, H*) = CB(K,, (H*),) = (H, & K,)*. 
The finite dimensional symmetric case of (c) in Corollary 4.4, i.e., the 
relation 
was first proved in [2] (see the remarks in Section 1). Letting .sij be dual 
(via the trace) to the usual matrix units eii, the complete isometry is given 
by E~H elia ei,. Using the injections H, 4 B(H*) and KC 4 B(K) deter- 
mined by fixed unit vectors 5: E H, q$ E K* (see above), we obtain from 
[3] a complete isometry of B(H, K), into the free product B(H*) * B(K). 
In particular, this provides a “concrete” representation of the operator 
space of trace class operators B(H), as a linear space of operators. 
Given Hilbert spaces H and K, we have a natural contraction 
H* 0 K + B(H, K), determined by (t*, 9) H 5* @ q. An operator 
TE B(H, K) is said to be Hilbert-Schmidt if it is in the range of this map, 
and then the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of T is the norm of its preimage (the 
latter is unique). The following is related to a result of Mathes [12]. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Given Hilbert spaces H and K, and a linear map 
T: H,-rK,, we have that 11 Tllcb coincides with the Hilbert-Schmidt norm 
of T. 
Proof. This is a consequence of the complete isometries 
CB(H,, K,)r(H,& (K*),)*=((H@K*),)*=(H*@K),. 
Another approach to this mapping space can be made by using results 
from Section 5. From the definition of the Hilbert factorization spaces, we 
have 
-(f-f,, Kc) = r,(H,, Kc). 
Letting H and K be column Hilbert spaces, we obtain a result proved 
only at the level of normed spaces in [S] (as pointed out in [ll], the 
isometric argument worked for general V): 
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COROLLARY 4.6. Given a column Hilbert space H and an operator space 
V, we have complete isometries 
(KG)* 6 V & H, 2 V & B(H, K), 
((Kc)* 6 V & H,)* r CB( V, B(H, K)). 
Proof: The second relation follows from the first and (2.14). Using the 
commutativity and associativity of the projective operator tensor product, 
we have 
(Kc)*& V&H&K,)*& V&H,2 &((K,)*&H& V&B(H,K),. 
5. HILBERT SPACE FACTORIZATIONS 
Throughout this section we restrict our attention to operator spaces V 
which are norm complete. It is easy to see that this implies that the spaces 
M,(V) are all complete. Zf H is a Hilbert space, we shall simply write H for 
the column space H,. 
Given complete operator spaces V and W, we say that a linear map 
q: V + W factors through a column Hilbert space if there is a Hilbert space 
H and a commutative diagram of completely bounded maps 
(5.1) 
v’pw 
We define d(P) = inf{ Ildcb IldlcbL where the inlimum runs over all 
possible factorizations, letting y*(q) = cc if no such factorization exists. We 
define r,( V, W) to be the linear space of linear maps cp: V + W for which 
y2((p) < co. Although the fact that y2 is a norm follows from Theorem 5.3, 
it is more instructive to see a direct proof. What we need is 
LEMMA 5.1. Given operator spaces V and W and linear maps qjpi: V + W 
(j= 1,2), we have that 
Y2((PI + (P2) d Y2((PI) + Y2((P2). 
Proof Given diagrams 
J 
/ \ 9 
VAW 
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(j= 1,2), and letting H= H, OH, (the usual Hilbert space direct sum, 
with the column operator structure) we obtain a third diagram 
where cp = cpl + (p2, 40) = (cl(u), 02(u)), and ~(5~, t2) = 71(51)+ ~(5~). We 
note that it is better not to use matrices of maps between operator spaces 
which are not column (or row) Hilbert spaces since Theorem 4.1 is not 
applicable. We claim that 
(5.2) 
To prove the first inequality, we take dilations for the maps 
oj: V -+ B(@, H,). We have 
cTj(U) = Sj7c(Uj)Rj, 
where 7c, are representations of V on Hilbert spaces K,, and 
CaK,AH, (5.3) 
are diagrams with I\,S,ll = 1, and llR,ll = ((aj((.,. It follows that 
(T = S7c(u)R, 
where S=S,@S2, rc=rc1@n2, and R = [ “,;I. Since IJS(J = 1 and 
)I RI( = ( IJR,lj2 + llR21\2)1’2 (we may identify R with the vector R(l)), we 
obtain the first inequality in (5.2). Turning to the second inequality, 
consider the map 
z*: W*-+(H)*=H:@H;, 
where we place the row structures on the Hilbert spaces H:, H: and 
H: 63 HT. We have that 
hence using dilations for the maps rf : W* -+ B(H,, C), the preceding argu- 
ment gives us the inequality for II 7 (I cb = II 7 * )I cb in (5.2). In this situation we 
must consider diagrams of the form 
Hja KjA @. (5.4) 
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Noting that 
the remainder of the argument is analogous to that used in showing the 
Haagerup norm is subadditive [6]. Thus we use the fact that for real 
A, B>O, 
AB=inf{$(tA2+tr’B2):t>0). 
Given E > 0, we choose aj, r,, and reals tj > 0 such that 
51tj Ilajll~13+ ‘T’ IlZjll~~}1'2~Y2(~jDi)+E~ 
We then have that 
cp = z 0 (r = z’ 0 CT’, 
where 
a’(u) = (t;‘%,(u), t;‘%*(u)) 
T’(t1, 52) = t;“*dtl) + t;“*r*(t*). 
We thus have that 
<(t1 Il~*ll,2,+t* 11~2113”2 (t;’ ll~,ll~~+tl’ 11~211:lJ1’* 
G${fI Ib,II~~+f* Il~211:ta+tr1 Iblll:b+t, ll~2llkJ 
6 Y*((P1) + Y*((P*) + 269 
and we are done. 
It is immediate that Ijqllcb <y*(q), and that if V or W is a column 
Hilbert space, then lIqllcb = y*(q); i.e., we have r,( V, W) = CB( I’, W). 
Given linear maps $: V, -+ V and 8: W + W, it is clear that &bt,k V, --) W, 
satisfies 
ran ll~llcb Y*(V) Iltillcb- 
As before, a matrix cp = [vii] E Ml,,l,r,( I’, W) determines a map 
cp: V-t Ml,J W) by q(u)= [qU(o)]. We claim that any such cp has a 
factorization of the form 
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where B: I/-+ Ml r,,(H) and t: H -+ M,,,(W) are completely bounded. To 
see this, we may by definition assume that we have commutative diagrams 
V ‘ps +W 
where crij and riJ are completely bounded, and we let H= @ H, be the 
Hilbert space direct sum with the column structure. Writing sii (resp., E:) 
for the usual injection H, + H (resp., projection H-t H,), each linear map 
c(: V + H is given by a column matrix c( = (a,, , . . . . txn,), where aii = E: 0 a, 
and each linear map 8: H -+ W is given by a row matrix b = [/Ill, . . . . fin,], 
with pii= /?oE~. Composition is then given by 
We define 
by (T= [a,., 
(5.6) 
0 E M ,,nCW K W = CB( J’> M ,,,(H)) 
cm], where the n2 x 1 matrices cri E CB( V, H) are defined by 
01 = ((all 7 . ..> ~nlh (0, ...> 01, ..‘> (0, ..*, 0)) 
02 = ((0, ..‘, O), (012, . . . . (Tn2), . . . . (0, . . . . 0)) 
and we define 
~EM,~,,CB(H, W)=CB(H, M.,,(W)) 
by r = (T, , . . . . z,), where the 7j E CB(H, W) are defined by 
5~=[[z,,0~~~~0,][z~,02~~~O”]~~~[fIn02~~.0n]] 
T2= CCO~*, 03 ~~~0,][02**03...0n]...[022303...0n]] 
Using (5.6), it is evident that rio crj = riio cii = vii, and thus 
(~)l,n4U) = Cr(o,(u)) $fJ2(u)) .. ~(O,(V))l 
~I(~l(U)) ~‘(c72(U)) ... T,(C”(U)) 
~*(~2(U)) ... 52(flJU)) 
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and we have the factorization 
We define the y2 norm of a matrix cp = [qii] E MJ2( V, W) by 
y,(v) = inf{I14b Il~Ilcb}~ 
where the infimum extends over all factorizations (5.5). Once again one can 
use dilations to show that y2 is subadditive, and thus a norm. In this more 
general context one replaces C by C” in the diagrams (5.3) and (5.4), and 
one uses the inequality llRl/ < ( l/R1 (I2 + IJR,I( *)I/*. Rather than going into 
the details, we note that in Corollary 5.4 we prove that the y2’s determine 
an operator space structure on r,( V, IV). 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Given complete operator spaces V and W c WI, the 
corresponding inclusion 
is completely isometric. 
ProoJ: Suppose that we have a diagram 
where ~ECB(K ~&O), ~ECBW, Mn,,(WI)), and I141cb, IIdcb<l. 
Then letting CJ be the row matrix [a, ... a,] and r be the column matrix 
CT 1, a**, r,), we have that q@(v) =z~D~(v). Letting H,c H be the closed 
linear span of the subspaces a,(V), we have that a(V)_c M,,,(H,). On the 
other hand, since ziaj(v) = cpU(v) E W, and W is complete and thus closed 
in W,, it follows that ri(x) E W for all XE HO. Thus we have the com- 
mutative diagram 
M dHo) 
f \L’.” 
V 9 + ~no,(W), 
and we are done. 
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Given operator spaces V and W, each linear map cp: V -+ W* determines 
a linear function B: W @ V + @ by 
THEOREM 5.3. Zf V and W are operator spaces, then cp w B(q) deter- 
mines a complete isometry 
r,(v, w*)E(wil v)*. (5.7) 
Proof. Suppose that F: WQh V + M, satisfies 11 FII cb < 1. Dilating F, we 
have 
F(w 0 u) = TTT,(w)SX,(~)R, 
where ‘t, : V + B(K) and 7c2 : W + B(H) are representations, and we have a 
diagram 
with IlRll, (IS(I, I(T(I < 1. Letting a(u)=Sz,(u)R and t(w)= Tq(w), we 
have that 
a E CW J’, B(Cn, H)) = CB( V, M,,,(H)), 
and 
ZE CB( W, B(H, C”)), 
where ll~llcbt tl~lLh < 1. Under the identifications 
CB( W, CB(H, C”)) z CB( W 6 H, Cn) z CB(H, CB( W, V)) 
Z corresponds to a map r: H+ CB( W, C”) satisfying ((rIjcb = (lillcb, which 
is determined by 
f(w)(<) = et)(w). 
More generally, given l= [<, . . . <,,I E M ,,,(H), 
f,,,(w)5 = [f(w)51 ‘..f(w)Ll= Cr(Sl)(w).‘.z(r,)(w)l 
= C?(~*)...t(5,)l(w)=~,,,(5)(w). 
Letting 5 = a(u), we conclude that 
580/100/2-4 
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and thus letting cp = z,,~ o c, we have that 
F(w@u)= [F,(w@u)]= [B(ziwj)(w@u)] =B,(cp)(w@u), 
i.e., F= B,(q), where yz(cp) < 1. 
Conversely let us suppose that cp: I/ + M,( W*) satisfies y2((p) < 1. Then 
we have a diagram 
M,,,(H) 
7 \;I,” 
v’p M,( w*), 
with llc~)l~~, JIzJI~~< 1. We let 
40) = Sl~,(~)R, 
where x1 is a representation of V on a Hilbert space K, and 
@“R’ K& H is a diagram with llR[l and [(SJ < 1. Reversing the 
argument above, we have that r: H -+ CB( W, C“) determines a map 
7: W-P CB(H, C”) with the same completely bounded norm. Letting 
S(w) = TTc,(w)S, 
with x2 a representation of W on L, and Sz, T maps of norm less than one 
in the diagram H --% L & C”, we have that F= B,(q), where 
F(wOu)=z,,,(a(u))(w)=~(w)a(u)= Tx,(w)S,S,n,(v)R 
satisfies llFllc,, < 1. 
COROLLARY 5.4. For any operator spaces V and W, r,( V, W) is an 
operator space. 
Proof. From Proposition 5.2 and Theorem 5.3, we have the completely 
isometric injection 
r*(v, W)cjT,(V, W**)z(W*@h v)*. 
Given vector spaces V, W, and X, and a function F: W@ V + X, we 
define a function g: V + Lin( W, X) by 
&J)(W) = F(w@o). 
COROLLARY 5.5. Suppose that V, W, and X are operator spaces. Then 
the map F + 8 determines a complete isometry 
r*& v,x)~rT,(v,r*(w,J3). 
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Proof First let us say that X is a dual operator space-say that 
x= (x*)*. Then from Theorem 5.3 we have the natural complete 
isometries 
I-*( w& v, X) z (X, 6 w& v)* z I-*( v, (X, 6 w)*) z l-,( K r,tw X)1. 
In general we have a commutative diagram 
w& V,X) - f*( K f,( w Jo) 
II 1 12 i 
f,(W& v,x**)rf,(v,f2(W,X**)) 
where the bottom map is completely isometric by the previous argument, 
and the vertical maps E ,, z2 are completely isometric injections by Proposi- 
tion 5.2. 
Since the algebraic tensor product WC3 V is dense in W Oh V, we have 
that cp E r,( WOhV, A’**) lies in the image of I, if and only if (P(W@U)E X 
for all u E I/ and w E W. But that in turn will happen if and only if @(u)(w) 
lies in X for all u and W, i.e., if and only if @J(U) EZ-,( W, X), or equivalently, 
@ is in the image of r2. 
The above arguments apply equally well to factorizations through 
row Hilbert spaces. Letting Fz( V, W) be the corresponding space, 
Proposition 5.2 remains valid, and we obtain 
F*(V, w*)r(v& w)* 
r;( v & w, X) z F,( v, F*( w, X)). 
(5.8) 
The following generalizes Theorem 3.11 in [2] (which considered only the 
isometric case). 
COROLLARY 5.6. The natural map VQh WC, F2(V*, W) is a complete 
isometry. 
Proof: This is apparent from the row version of Theorem 5.3 and the 
diagram 
v& wcj v** & w**q(v* & w*)*=&(v*, w**), 
where we have used Corollary 3.3 for the second isometry. 
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We recall from Banach space theory that if V and W are Banach spaces, 
and p,: V+ W is a linear map, then the 2-summing norm rccz(q) is defined 
to be the least constant C such that for any vi, . . . . u, E V, we have that 
(C ll~(“i)l12)“2dCSUP (c (l<ui,f>12)1’2: llfil <I,fE V’}. 
We say that cp is 2-summing if n,(q)< co. 
We say that an operator space V is minimal if it has the form V = Min V, 
for some normed space V,,. Equivalently, letting K the closed unit ball of 
V,*, we have isometric inclusions 
M,(V) 4 M,(C(K)) = cw, MA. 
In particular, given v E mio .( V), we have that 
II4 =suP{Il<~>f)lI :feKI. (5.9) 
For any operator space V, compact set L, and linear map cp: V 4 C(L), we 
have that 11 cp 11 cb = IJcp )I (see [ 13). It follows that if W is minimal, i.e., we 
have a complete injection W 4 C(L), then for any linear map 9: V + W, 
lIdI& = IICPII~ 
THEOREM 5.7. Suppose that V and W are complete operator spaces and 
that cp: V + W is a linear map. If V is minimal, then 7r2(q) < y,(q). If W is 
minimal, then TC~((P) 2 y2((p). 
Proof: Let us suppose that V is minimal. Given cp l r2( V, W), with 
y,(q) < 1, we have that cp = r o CT, where the maps 
V”-HAW 
satisfy Ilellcbr /(T([~,, < 1. Since the column matrix (a(~,), . . . . a(~,)) is a vector 
in H”, and V is minimal, we have from (5.9), 
(x ll~(~i)l12)lliG lItI (C ll”tui)l12)1’2 
= 11~11 Il(du,), . ..T 4vJ)ll 
< Il~ILb ll4lcLl Il(u,, “‘3 UJll 
<SUP {ll(f(UI,V -,f(bJ)ll :feKI. 
= sup ((z I<"i9f>12)"2: llfll G 17fE vd}? 
and thus n,(q) < 1. 
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Conversely let us suppose that W is minimal, and that as a mapping of 
the underlying Banach spaces, we have that y2(q) < 1. From the Pietsch 
Factorization Theorem (see [ 15, Corollary 1.81) there exist a probability 
measure on the dual ball K of V, a probability measure 1 on K, and a 
factorization of cp given by the diagram 
v---L C(K) -L L2(K, A) -5 w, (5.10) 
where i and j are the inclusion maps, and II01( 6 1. Since C(K) is minimal, 
llill cb = Ili(l = 1. Letting 7c be the multiplication representation of C(K) on 
L2(K, A), we have that j(f) = rc(f)[, where 5 is the unit vector determined 
by the function 1 in H = L*(K, A). Thus letting H have the column operator 
space structure, 11 jllcb < 1. Finally, since W is minimal, we have that 
l18\lcb = \l0ll < 1. We thus have a complete contractive factorization 
I’-* H, -+ W, and y2(q) < 1. 
Given Banach spaces V and W, any linear map cp: I’--+ W may also be 
regarded as a linear map from Min I’ to Min W, i.e., we may regard Min 
as a functor by letting Min cp = 40. 
COROLLARY 5.8. Given Banach spaces V and W and a linear map 
cp: V -+ W, we have that 
7z2(v) = y2(Min cp). 
It would be tempting to seek an operator space analogue for the 7t2 
norm. In fact it is fairly evident that this is already provided by the yZ 
norm. Restricting our attention to single maps rather than matrices of 
maps, let us suppose that cp: V -+ W satisfies y,(q) < 1. Then we have a 
diagram (5.1) with 0, r complete contractions. Fixing a C*-algebra A con- 
taining V, we may assume that D(U) = Src(v)S, where 71 is a representation 
of A on a Hilbert space H, and 5 E H is a unit vector, which we identify 
with a map @ -+ H. We may replace H by the subspace [n(A)II]. Letting 
p(a)= x(a)< .<, we may identify [n(A)<] with the Hilbert space 
HP = L2(A, p) that one associates with the state p by the GNS construc- 
tion. Lettingj(a) = a<, and e(q) = $91) we obtain the diagram of complete 
contractions 
V cd..+ A A (HP), --f-+ W. 
Conversely, if cp has such a decomposition, it follows from the above proof 
that n,(q)< 1. In light of Pietsch’s characterization of x2 (see (5.10)) this 
would certainly seem to be the correct condition for n*(q) < 1. 
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